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Sounds are all around us. Clap your hands, snap your fingers: You’re making sounds. Read and find out how people and animals use
different kinds of sounds to communicate. With colorful illustrations from Anna Chernyshova and engaging text from Wendy Pfeffer, Sounds
All Around is a fascinating look into how sound works! This nonfiction picture book is an excellent choice to share during homeschooling, in
particular for children ages 4 to 6. It’s a fun way to learn to read and as a supplement for activity books for children. Featuring rich vocabulary
bolded throughout the text, this brand-new edition of a 1999 title includes brand-new illustrations by Anna Chernyshova. This book also
includes a Find Out More section with additional and updated experiments, such as finding out how sound travels through water. Both the text
and the artwork were vetted by Dr. Agnieszka Roginska, Professor of Music Technology at NYU. This is a Level 1 Let’s-Read-and-Find-Out,
which means the book explores introductory concepts perfect for children in the primary grades and supports the Common Core Learning
Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) standards. Let’s-Read-andFind-Out Science is the winner of the American Association for the Advancement of Science/Subaru Science Books & Films Prize for
Outstanding Science Series.
“An urban African-American girl and her father buy plants, potting soil, and a window box at the supermarket, ride the bus to their apartment,
and put together a colorful gift for the child’s mother. Rhyming verse carries the brief story, while wonderful, warm, full-color illustrations
present scenes from novel angles, and depict a loving family with a sense of intimacy, sincerity, and joy.”—School Library Journal
With a foreword by Alan Gratz, New York Times bestselling author of Refugee.
Relates the history of Plymouth Rock since the Pilgrims first landed on it to the present day.
Introduction to Life Science Living Things Cell Processes and Energy Genetics: The Science of Heredity Modern Genetics Changes Over
Time Viruses, Bacteria, Protists, and Fungi Plants Sponges, Cnidarians, and Worms Mollusks, Arthropods and Echinoderms Fishes,
Amphibians, and Reptiles Birds and Mammals Animal Behavior Bones, Muscles, and Skin Food and Digestion Circulation Respiration and
Excretion Fighting Disease The Nervous System The Endocrine System and Reproduction Populations and Communities Ecosystems and
Biomes Living Resources
"Never go into the deep parts of the forest, for there are many dangers there, and they will ensnare your soul." Serafina has never had a
reason to disobey her pa and venture beyond the grounds of the Biltmore estate.There's plenty to explore in her grand home, although she
must take care to never be seen. None of the rich folk upstairs know that Serafina exists; she and her pa, the estate's maintenance man,
have secretly lived in the basement for as long as Serafina can remember. But when children at the estate start disappearing, only Serafina
knows who the culprit is:a terrifying man in a black cloak who stalks Biltmore's corridors at night. Following her own harrowing escape,
Serafina risks everything by joining forces with Braeden Vanderbilt, the young nephew of the Biltmore's owners. Braeden and Serafina must
uncover the Man in the Black Cloak's true identity...before all of the children vanish one by one. Serafina's hunt leads her into the very forest
that she has been taught to fear. There she discovers a forgotten legacy of magic, one that is bound to her own identity. In order to save the
children of Biltmore, Serafina must seek the answers that will unlock the puzzle of her past.
"Gail Gibbons is known for her ability to bring the nonfiction world into focus for young students. Through pictures, captions, and text, this
book provides a window into the world of growing things...Erin Mallon complements Gibbons’s text with a clear, clipped, and purposeful
narration." -AudioFile Magazine
Did you know that stars take millions of years to form? Readers will blast off with Rocket to learn fascinating facts like this and more, all in the
pages of this book.
"Captivating photographs and easy-to-read text introduce the earliest readers to some familiar birds and their behaviors. Includes tools for
teachers, table of contents, words to know, and index."-1. Sponges, Cnidarians, and Worms 2. Mollusks, Arthropods, and Echinoderms 3. Fishes, Amphibians, and Reptiles 4. Birds and Mammals
5. Animal Behavior

Winner of the Mildred L. Batchelder medal for most oustanding children's book in translation. Escaping Nazi Germany on the
kindertransport changes one girl's life forever At the start of World War II, ten-year-old Franziska Mangold is torn from her family
when she boards the kindertransport in Berlin, the train that secretly took nearly 10,000 children out of Nazi territory to safety in
England. Taken in by strangers who soon become more like family than her real parents, Frances (as she is now known)
courageously pieces together a new life for herself because she doesn't know when or if she'll see her true family again. Against
the backdrop of war-torn London, Frances struggles with questions of identity, family, and love, and these experiences shape her
into a dauntless, charming young woman. Originally published in Germany, Anne Voorhoeve's award-winning novel is filled with
humor, danger, and romance.
In the tradition of WONDER and TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD this award-winning New York Times bestseller is an intensely moving,
lyrically-written novel. COUNTING BY 7S tells the story of Willow Chance, a twelve-year-old genius who is obsessed with
diagnosing medical conditions and finds comfort in counting by 7s. It has never been easy for her to connect with anyone other
than her adoptive parents, but that hasn't kept her from leading a quietly happy life . . . until now. Suddenly Willow's world is
tragically changed when her parents both die in a car crash, leaving her alone in a baffling world. Her journey to find a fascinatingly
diverse and fully believable surrogate family is a joy and a revelation to read.
High above the jungle floor, fearless Zoe, explorer extraordinaire, catches a glimpse of the rare wild Addiebeast. She springs over
the treeline in hot pursuit-- And then Zoe's mother calls, "WE'RE LEAVING IN FIVE MINUTES!" Yet Zoe still has so much to do on
the playground, which transforms into a jungle in her imagination! So against the ticking clock of Mama's countdown, she chases
the Addiebeast across precarious logs (balance beams), escapes from wild monkeys in their natural habitat (the jungle gym), and
climbs to the very top of the rainforest (a tree house). But can she catch the elusive creature in time? A quest book, a sister story,
and a race against the clock, Zoe's Jungle is a heartwarming tale of adventure and imagination.
The books in this series highlight familiar concepts in a totally different way-by focusing on only the most fascinating facts about
each one. From castles to dinosaurs, Fact Finder offers interesting insight into some of the things we probably thought we knew a
lot about! Fascinating Fact: Sharks are boneless. Their skeletons are made of cartilage and muscle.
Teachers facing the challenge of meeting the diverse reading needs of students will find the structure and tools they need in Jan
Richardson's powerful approach to guided reading. Richardson has identified the essential components of an effective guided
reading lesson: targeted assessments, data analysis that pinpoints specific strategies students need, and the use of guided writing
to support the reading process. Each chapter contains planning sheets to help teachers analyze assessments in order to group
students and select a teaching focus Includes detailed, ready-to-go lesson plans for all stages of reading: emergent, early,
transitional, and fluent
Introduction to Physical Science Introduction to Matter Solids, Liquids, and Gases Elements and the Periodic Table Atoms and Bonding
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Chemical Reactions Acids, Bases, and Solutions Carbon Chemistry Motion Forces Forces in Fluids Work and Machines Energy Thermal
Energy and Heat Characteristics of Waves Sound The Electromagnetic Spectrum Light Magnetism Electricity Using Electricity and
Magnetism Electronic
Science Explorer: Life, Earth, and Physical Science is a comprehensive series that provides a balanced focus of Life, Earth, and Physical
Science topics in each book.
Presents a light-hearted approach to what life was like as a Viking explorer.
Presents an introduction to frogs, discussing their physical characteristics, mating habits, predators, and different species.
"Discover a fresh perspective on America's National Parks in a stunning illustrated guide featuring fascinating science, fun trivia, and helpful
insider travel tips for all sixty parks. What caused the stone arches in Arches National Park? Why are Yellowstone's geothermal pools such
wild colors? How did the Badlands get their name? America's sixty National Parks are some of the most beautiful unique, and biodiverse
places on earth, and are visited by millions annually. Home to some of our most treasured species of animals and plants, as well as some of
the most striking geological features--like mountains, rock arches, caves, volcanoes, and geysers--the parks are also scientific playgrounds,
where visitors can learn about botany, geology, and wildlife first hand. Scenic Science of the National Parks curates and breaks down the
most compelling natural science highlights of each park, from volcanic activity, glaciers, and coral reefs to ancient redwood groves, herds of
bison, giant bats, and beyond. Highlighting information on the history and notable features of each park, as well as cool insider travel tips
vetted by National Park Service park rangers, this book makes a fun addition to any park lover's book collection"--

[This book offers] a complete list of the Virginia Standards of Learning (SOL) for Grade 6 Science, so that you can know
what you are expected to learn ... Sample test items are also provided to show you how these standards might be tested
on the Virginia Grade 8 (SOL) Test.-p. VA2.
There are many different kinds of dogs and so much to find out about them. Why do dogs bark, howl, or bury bones?
Why do they like to lick and sniff people? What jobs can dogs do? You'll find the answers to these questions and many
more in this fact-filled reader about man's best friend.
This hands-on content-rich program enables you to lead your students through explorations of specific concepts within
Life, Earth, and Physical Science.
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